
THE BLIND SIDE BOOK VS MOVIE ESSAY

Michael Lewis's book Blind Side is now a Hollywood movie and is coming out November 20th, While the movie will
glamorize the amazing story of Michael Oher, who is currently on the Baltimore Ravens, it seems the movie will not
discuss the other half what Michael Lewis wrote.

This was a very well done movie and stuck close to the plot of the book. The movie was shot in and is rated pg
for brief violence, drug and sexual references. This shows how michael has no where to go and the forest is
where many people get lost. Tuohy grows concerned when she learns that Michael had planned to spend the
night in the school gym instead of in a home The Blind Side. The video puts it that he fought but not with a
colleague. The book communicates different information from the movie in the event of Michael's interview. I
would strongly recommend both the book and the movie. It showed a good prospective of how Michael started
with nothing and worked hard and achieved greatness. The film argues that Michael is accompanied by Leigh
who waits outside as he, Mike, proceeds to the investigator's office where he is interviewed alone. This takes
place at Ole Miss, which slightly differs from the argument as per the movies. John Lee Hancock wrote and
directed a box office hit that will have you crying with laughter and reacting with sorrow to every twist and
turn along the way. Then we feel extreme happiness at the end when we have seen all he has done. The
director started off with Michael first meeting Anne to him saying good bye to him and send him off the
collage. The book tries to be more comprehensive as it tries to explain the interaction between Sean and Mike.
Another symbolic object is the rain. One being the Oher story which is all about his impoverished upbringing
and then how a rich white family took him in and help him stay on the right path which lead to stardom. Oher
is an under privileged African American teenager living on the streets of Memphis who is taken in and
adopted by Sean and Leigh Anne Tuohy, an affluent white couple. It was a way for us to be close, and through
watching games and listening to his commentary I managed to pick up quite a bit about the sport. While the
movie will glamorize the amazing story of Michael Oher, who is currently on the Baltimore Ravens, it seems
the movie will not discuss the other half what Michael Lewis wrote about. Not even a shelter. As any preview
of the movie shows, The Blind Side, is about family, hope, and overcoming obstacles. The movie, on the other
hand, Leigh Anne as the central character and considers Sean just one in the background, therefore not a major
character. This movie also went great with the book. Order now Request Removal If you are the original
author of this essay and no longer wish to have it published on the SpeedyPaper website, please click below to
request its removal: Request the removal of this essay People also read. The legs feed the wolf. It had showed
all of the important scenes in the book and did it very well. This paper explores the difference in the blind side
Book and Movie. It stated with Michael having nothing and got us feeling a little sad for michael. In the book
Lewis explores why this is true and uses Oher as the narrative device to keep the book from being just a
history of football or a lengthy list of statistics about the football passing game. The second, and in some
ways, for a sports fan the more interesting story is the examination of how the Left Tackle position has
evolved over the years, specifically since the arrival of Lawrence Taylor in the s and his ability to blitz from
the "blind side" resulting in the need for an effective blocker. This is truly a very well done movie. He said he
was headed to a gym but was obviously lost. That seems a illogical, given how anonymous offensive linemen
can be, but it makes sense to pay highly for someone that can protect your star at his most vulnerable. I liked
both equally, but for very different reasons. While in the book, the ending was talking about after college and
how he was as a pro.


